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Phases of quantum matter

Trivial 
phases
Eg: Band insulators, 
superfluids, 
antiferromagnets, 
.........

Gapped 
`topologically ordered’ 
phases
Eg: FQHE

Gapless* phases/critical 
points
 Eg: Fermi/ non-fermi liquids 

*Not just Goldstone 

``Short range entangled” ``Long range entangled”
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But why? 

Surprising new insights into highly entangled states by studying these `almost 
trivial’ states. 

1. Subtle constraints on acceptable highly entangled states

2. New point of view on some highly entangled states - ``dual” cousins of 
topological insulators. 
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Integer quantum Hall effect of electrons: 
the original  topological insulator
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Modern topological insulators 

Key characterization: Non-trivial surface states with gapless 
excitations protected by some symmetry 

More general  point of view: Surface (d-1) field theory of TI realizes symmetry in a manner 
forbidden in `acceptable’ lattice theory in strict (d-1) spacetime dimension. 

Other non-trivial examples? 
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 Strongly correlated topological insulators  

Interaction dominated phases as topological insulators? 

Move away from the crutch of free fermion Hamiltonians and band 
topology. 
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This talk: Topological Insulators of bosons 

Why study bosons?

1. Non-interacting bosons necessarily trivial - so must deal with an interacting 
theory right away

Necessitates thinking more generally about TI phases without the aid of a free 
fermion model. 

 
2. Correlated bosons are stepping stone to correlated fermions (probably). 
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Topological Insulators of bosons? 

 
Can bosons be in a  ``topological insulator” state with 

(1) no fractionalized excitations or topological order  

(2) a bulk gap

(3) non-trivial surface states protected by global (internal) symmetry?
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An old example: Haldane spin chain   

 

H = J
X

i

�Si.�Si+1

�Si: spin-1 operators

Unique ground state on ring, no bulk fractional excitations, 
but dangling spin-1/2 moments at edge. 

Edge states protected by symmetry (SO(3) x time reversal)

A symmetry protected topological paramagnet. 
First example of an interacting topological insulator. 
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Topological Insulators of bosons? 

 
Can bosons be in a  ``topological insulator” state with 

(1) no fractionalized excitations or topological order  

(2) a bulk gap

(3) non-trivial surface states protected by global (internal) symmetry? 

What about d > 1? 

Yes! (according to recent progress in general abstract classification of short ranged 
entangled phases)
1. Cohomology classification (Chen, Liu, Gu, Wen, 2011)
2. ?? (Kitaev, unpublished)
3. Chern-Simons classification in d = 2 (Lu, Vishwanath, 2012)
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A simple d = 2 example: Integer quantum Hall effect 
for bosons  

 

  

Bosons with global U(1) 
symmetry admit analog 
of integer quantum Hall 

state. 

Charge current Neutral current

Edge states
protected by symmetry

Comments: 
1. Counterpropagating edge states but only one branch transports charge. 

2. Thermal Hall conductivity = 0 

Electrical Hall conductivity �
xy

= 2

Lu, Vishwanath; Liu, Wen; TS, M. Levin; Geraedts. Motrunich,.......
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Comments

• State described has ⇥
xy

= 2,�
xy

= 0.

Can obtain states with ⇥
xy

= 2n,�
xy

= 0 by taking copies.

• For bosons, IQHE necessarily has ⇥
xy

even.
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Comments

Simple argument (TS, Levin 12).

Thread in 2� flux - pick up charge ⇥
xy

.

Resulting particle has statistics �⇥
xy

.

No topological order => only boson excitations, so ⇥
xy

even.

• State described has ⇥
xy

= 2,�
xy

= 0.

Can obtain states with ⇥
xy

= 2n,�
xy

= 0 by taking copies.

• For bosons, IQHE necessarily has ⇥
xy

even.
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 Topological insulators of bosons  in d = 3 

 

 - Quantized magneto-electric effect (axion angle θ = 2π)

- emergent fermionic vortices, ....
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Review: free fermion 3d topological insulators

 

Characterize by 

1. presence/absence of non-trivial surface states

2. EM response

Surface states:  Odd number of Dirac cones

Trivial gapped/localized insulator not possible at surface
so long as T-reversal is preserved (even with disorder) 
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Review: free fermion topological insulators

 

EM response: Surface quantum Hall Effect
is still too small to be explained by the surface states
alone. However, the low-temperature transport exhibits
interesting 2D mesoscopic effects that are not com-
pletely understood !Checkelsky et al., 2009". Doping
Bi2Se3 with copper leads to a metallic state that shows
superconducting behavior #Fig. 17!b"$ below 3.8 K
!Wray et al., 2009; Hor, Williams, et al., 2010". This has
important ramifications for some of the devices pro-
posed in Sec. IV.

V. EXOTIC BROKEN SYMMETRY SURFACE PHASES

Now that the basic properties of topological insulators
have been established, we may ask what can be done
with them. In this section we argue that the unique prop-
erties of topological insulator surface and edge states are
most dramatic if an energy gap can be induced in them.
This can be done by breaking T symmetry with an exter-
nal magnetic field !Fu and Kane, 2007" or proximity to a
magnetic material !Qi, Hughes, and Zhang, 2008", by
breaking gauge symmetry due to proximity to a super-
conductor !Fu and Kane, 2008", or by an excitonic insta-
bility of two coupled surfaces !Seradjeh, Moore, and
Franz, 2009". In this section we review the magnetic and
superconducting surface phases.

A. Quantum Hall effect and topological magnetoelectric effect

1. Surface quantum Hall effect

A perpendicular magnetic field will lead to Landau
levels in the surface electronic spectrum and the quan-
tum Hall effect. The Landau levels for Dirac electrons
are special, however, because a Landau level is guaran-
teed to exist at exactly zero energy !Jackiw, 1984". This
zero Landau level is particle-hole symmetric in the sense
that the Hall conductivity is equal and opposite when
the Landau level is full or empty. Since the Hall conduc-
tivity increases by e2 /h when the Fermi energy crosses a
Landau level the Hall conductivity is half integer quan-
tized !Zheng and Ando, 2002",

!xy = !n + 1/2"e2/h . !17"

This physics has been demonstrated in experiments on
graphene !Novoselov et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005".
However, there is an important difference. In graphene
Eq. !17" is multiplied by 4 due to the spin and valley
degeneracy of graphene’s Dirac points, so the observed
Hall conductivity is still integer quantized. At the sur-
face of the topological insulator there is only a single
Dirac point. Such a “fractional” integer quantized Hall
effect should be a cause for concern because the integer
quantized Hall effect is always associated with chiral
edge states, which can only be integer quantized. The
resolution is the mathematical fact that a surface cannot
have a boundary. In a slab geometry shown in Fig. 18!a",
the top and bottom surfaces are necessarily connected to
each other and will always be measured in parallel !Fu
and Kane, 2007", doubling the 1/2. The top and bottom

can share a single chiral edge state, which carries the
integer quantized Hall current.

A related surface quantum Hall effect, called the
anomalous quantum Hall effect, can be induced with the
proximity to a magnetic insulator. A thin magnetic film
on the surface of a topological insulator will give rise to
a local exchange field that lifts the Kramers degeneracy
at the surface Dirac points. This introduces a mass term
m into the Dirac equation #Eq. !16"$, as in Eq. !4". If the
EF is in this energy gap, there is a half integer quantized
Hall conductivity !xy=e2 /2h !Pankratov, 1987", as dis-
cussed in Sec. II.B.2. This can be probed in a transport
experiment by introducing a domain wall into the mag-
net. The sign of m depends on the direction of the mag-
netization. At an interface where m changes sign #Fig.
18!d"$ there will be a 1D chiral edge state, analogous to
unfolding the surface in Fig. 18!b".

2. Topological magnetoelectric effect and axion electrodynamics

The surface Hall conductivity can also be probed
without the edge states either by optical methods or by
measuring the magnetic field produced by surface cur-
rents. This leads to an intriguing topological magneto-
electric effect !Qi, Hughes, and Zhang, 2008; Essin,
Moore, and Vanderbilt, 2009". Imagine a cylindrical to-
pological insulator with magnetically gapped surface
states and an electric field E along its axis. The azi-
muthal surface Hall current !e2 /2h"%E% leads to a
magnetic-dipole moment associated with a magnetiza-
tion M="E, where the magnetoelectric polarizability is
given by "=e2 /2h.

A field theory for this magnetoelectric effect can be
developed by including a # term in the electromagnetic
Lagrangian, which has a form analogous to the theory of
axion electrodynamics that has been studied in particle
physics contexts !Wilczek, 1987",
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FIG. 18. !Color online" Surface quantum Hall effect. !a" The
Dirac spectrum is replaced by Landau levels in an orbital mag-
netic field. !b" The top and bottom surfaces share a single chi-
ral fermion edge mode. !c" A thin magnetic film can induce an
energy gap at the surface. !d" A domain wall in the surface
magnetization exhibits a chiral fermion mode.

3061M. Z. Hasan and C. L. Kane: Colloquium: Topological insulators

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 4, October–December 2010

If surface gapped by B-field/proximity to magnetic insulator, surface Hall
conductance
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Domain wall between opposite T-breaking regions: chiral edge mode of 2d
fermion IQHE
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Review: Free fermion topological insulators
Axion Electrodynamics

 

EM response of any 3d insulator

Leff = LMax + L� (1)

L� =
�

4⇥2
⌅E. ⌅B

Under T -reversal, � ⇥ ��.
Periodicity � ⇥ � + 2⇥: only � = n⇥ consistent with T -reversal.
Domain wall with � = 0 insulator: Surface quantum Hall e�ect

⇤xy =
�

2⇥

Free fermion TI: � = ⇥.
Interpretation of periodicity:
� ⇥ � + 2⇥: deposit a 2d fermion IQHE at surface.
Not a distinct state.

Qi, Hughes, Zhang, 09
Essin, Moore, Vanderbilt, 09
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Boson topological insulators: EM response

 

For bosons, ✓ = 2⇡ is distinct from ✓ = 0.

Surface Hall conductivity �
xy

= 1, i.e, half of 2d boson IQHE state.
-cannot be obtained by depositing 2d boson IQHE state (which has �

xy

even).
Surface of ✓ = 2⇡ requires the 3d bulk.

✓ ! ✓ + 4⇡ is trivial.

Vishwanath, TS, 2012
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``Landau-Ginzburg” Theory of surface states  

General effective theory for surface of θ = 2π boson TI ? 

Required feature: No trivial gapped insulator 

Surface either breaks defining global symmetry, or has topological or 
other exotic order. 

  

Theoretical strategy: first assume U(1) x U(1) global symmetry + T-
reversal, then break to single U(1). 

(Not so ad hoc: closely related to need to `frame’ loops of vortices to 
define topology of loop configurations). 
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Dual description of surface  

Dual description of surface in terms 
of point vortices = points where 
vortex lines of bulk penetrate 
surface. 

Demand  that there is no trivial 
vortex that can condense to give a 
trivial insulator. 

Implement: vortices transform 
projectively under internal global 
symmetry (i.e they fractionalize 
global symmetry)

2

symmetry. The most familiar example of such a phase is
a Fermi liquid but gapless spin liquids and various non-
fermi liquid phases provide other examples. Other exam-
ples of exotic gapless states include deconfined quantum
critical points2, which nevertheless may occur between
conventional phases of matter. It has become clear that
all these “exotic” phases have some emergent non-local
structure in their ground state wavefunction. This non-
locality is loosely captured by saying that the local de-
grees of freedom have long range entanglement in the
ground state wavefunction.

More recently it has become clear that some of the
interesting properties of such exotic phases are also
shared by phases with only short ranged entanglement.
The best example is provided by free fermion insula-
tors/superconductors with topological band structure3.
As is well known these insulators have non-trivial pro-
tected surface states but only have short range entangle-
ment.

Let us now generalize the concept of a topological
insulator. Consider a system of interacting bosons or
fermions in d dimensions, possibly including global sym-
metries. Assume that there is a unique ground state with
gapped excitations on all closed manifolds i.e. there is
no topological order . We refer to such phases as Short
Range Entangled ( SRE) states58. Do distinct such SRE
quantum phases of matter exist that share the same sym-
metry, but di�er at the level of topology? A possible dis-
tinction, for example, is presence of protected states at
the boundaries.

It is interesting to pose this question for interaction
dominated phases of matter, i.e phases that require in-
teractions between the underlying particles to stabilize
them. A classic example (one which is the subject of this
paper) are gapped phases of interacting bosons. When a
global U(1) symmetry is present, associated with boson
number conservation, such phases correspond to bosonic
insulators. For bosons the non-interacting limit is a sim-
ple condensate so that interactions are necessary to sta-
bilize insulating phases.

Recently there has been much progress in identify-
ing such topological phases of bosons in diverse dimen-
sions. In one spatial dimension (1D), these include
states like the Haldane (or AKLT) state of gapped spin-
1 chains4. Using the matrix product representation of
gapped states5–8 they are argued to be classified by pro-
jective representations of the symmetry group (G) or
equivalently by the second group cohomology of sym-
metry group G. While in 2D and 3D such rigorous re-
sults are not available, recently, Chen, Liu, Gu and Wen9

have proposed that SRE topological phases of bosons are
captured by the higher dimensional cohomology groups.
While Chen et al.9 restrict attention to the non-chiral
subset of these states (i.e. ones that do not have a net
imbalance of left and right movers at the edge of ) pro-
tected by symmetry, Kitaev10 has also considered chiral
states. An explicit example of such a phase in d = 2 was
constructed by Levin and Gu11. Later, in two dimensions

FIG. 1: Schematic depiction of a 3D symmetry protected
topological phase, with two conserved species of bosons
(U(1)�U(1)) and time reversal symmetry (ZT

2 ). The bulk
is insulating and corresponds to a condensate of vortices of
both species (shown as black and white loops). In the topo-
logical phase, the vortex line of one species that ends on a
surface carries half charge of the other species. Such a sur-
face, it may be argued, does not have a trivial gapped phase,
where the symmetries are preserved. Pictorially, the vortex
lines may be viewed in 1D Haldane phases, with half charged
end states.

many of these results were obtained in a simpler way us-
ing a Chern-Simons approach12. The classification shows
that interaction-dominated phases of bosons with a bulk
gap and a unique ground state on closed manifolds exist
that have non-trivial surface states. For instance in d = 2
bosons with a conserved global U(1) but no other sym-
metries have an “integer quantum Hall state” with non-
trivial protected edge states but no fractional bulk excita-
tions. In particular, the quantized Hall conductance was
predicted12 to be an even integer in units of q2/h, where
q is the elementary charge of the bosons. Very recently
a simple physical realization of such a bosonic integer
quantum Hall e�ect has been provided, and its proper-
ties shown to agree with the formal classification13. In
general, depending on the detailed symmetry group and
dimensionality of the system, a variety of such “Sym-
metry Protected Topological” (SPT) phases have been
argued to exist. In d = 1 or in d = 2 we have a fair un-
derstanding of the universal physical properties of these
SPT phases. However in d = 3, though the cohomology
classification allows for the existence of a number of dif-
ferent SPT phases, including bosonic generalizations of
topological insulators, their physical properties have not
thus far been elucidated. This will be our primary task.
Potentially, the approach here could also serve to inde-
pendently classify these phases, which however is left for
future work.

Surface States and Projective Vortices: Typically,
physical manifestations of topological phases involve pro-
tected surface states and/or a quantized response. We
show that 3D SRE bosonic topological phases can also

(U(1)� U(1))�ZT
2 : Vortex of each boson species carries charge ± 1

2 of other

species.

=> Two kinds of vortices are  mutual semions
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Surface Landau-Ginzburg effective field theory 

Perturb by all symmetry allowed terms.

L1 =
X

s=±
|(⇧µ � i�2µ)⌅2s|2 + ....

+
1

2⇤1
(⇥µ⇥�⇧⇥�2�)

2 (1)

⌅2±: vortices of boson 1 but carry electric charge ± 1
2 of boson 2.

Density of boson 1: flux density of gauge field �2.

“Non-compact CP1 model” (NCCP1)

Equivalent dual description in terms of di�erent fields ⌅1± = vortices of
boson 2 carrying electric charge ± 1

2 of boson 1.
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Comments  

1. Field theory familiar from studies of 2d quantum magnetism. 

Naturally incorporates restriction of no trivial 
gapped insulator. 

Phases of field theory either break symmetry or have surface topological order (or 
more exotic). 

2. Key difference  

Different (unusual) realization of symmetry. 

Robust to disorder, new allowed perturbations, etc. 
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Important perturbation 

 

Inter-species tunneling to break U(1) x U(1) to U(1)

Confines vortices in one boson to vortices in the other 
boson - single common vortex

2-vortex
1-vortex

Phase of  π

These vortices are mutual semions =>
bound common vortex is a fermion! 

Fermionic vortex does not carry fractional 
quantum numbers but cannot condense 
=> no trivial gapped insulator. 
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Symmetry preserving surface phases
Eg: surface topological order 

Simplest: Z2 surface topological order driven by 
paired vortex condensation

Usual topological quasiparticles e, m, ε( = e+m)
e

Phase of  π

m

Destroy surface topological order => condense e or m necessarily breaks U(1); 
no trivial phase. 

Strict 2d: this charge assignment not possible with T-reversal symmetry. 
Surface TQFT implements symmetry in a way not allowed in strict 2d.  

charge 1/2 bosons
charge-0
fermion
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Further insight: bulk ground state wavefunction  

Convenient `dual’ view of bosons in 
terms of vortex loops. 

Superfluid:  Vortex loops have tension => 
costly

Insulator: Vortex loops proliferate. 

Conventional insulator: Ground state 
wavefunction - vortex loop gas with 
positive weights. 

Topological insulator: Vortex is a 
``ribbon”; 

Vortex ribbon loop gas with phase (-1) 
for each self-linking of ribbon. 

2

FIG. 1: The wave function of the 3d bosonic SPT discussed in
this paper is a superposition of all the configurations of vortex
ribbons with factor (!1) associated with each self-linking.

spin chain. These results are obtained by analysing both
the sigma model e!ective field theory and the topological
“BF” e!ective field theories proposed in Ref. 14 for these
phases.
In 2d a result with a similar flavor has been derived

by Levin and Gu15 for an SPT phase with Ising, i.e Z2,
symmetry in terms of a domain wall loop gas with phase
factors. In Sec. IV we reproduce this result using our
methods. We also discuss the ground state wavefunc-
tion structure of the 2d boson topological insulator with
U(1)! ZT

2 symmetry. We use this to obtain a dual vor-
tex description of this state, and show that the physics
is correctly captured.

II. WAVE FUNCTION OF TRIVIAL 3D BOSE
MOTT INSULATOR

Let us start with briefly reviewing the trivial Mott in-
sulating phase of bosons. This is conveniently modeled
by a quantum disordered phase of interacting U(1) ro-
tors on a 3d lattice, which is described by the Hamilto-
nian H =

!

<i,j> "t cos(!i " !j) + U(n̂i)2. The boson

creation operator bi = ei!i and ni is the corresponding
U(1) charge at site i. !i and ni are canonically con-
jugate. The quantum disordered phase of the rotors is
equivalent to the familiar Mott insulator phase and oc-
curs when t/U # 1. In the strong coupling limit t $ 0,
the ground state wave function is a trivial direct product
state:

|"% =
"

i

|n̂i = 0% &
"

i

# 2"

0
d!i|!i%. (1)

The wave function of the quantum disordered phase with
finite but small t/U can be derived through perturbation
on wave function Eq. 1. For our purposes it is useful to
consider a simple approximate form of the wave function

that captures the physics of the Mott phase :

|"% &

# 2"

0

"

d! exp[
$

<i,j>

"K cos(!i " !j)]
"

l

|!l%, (2)

where K & t/U # 1. This wave function is a superposi-
tion of configurations of !i with a weight that is the same
as the Boltzman weight of the 3d classical rotor model.
The standard duality formalism of the 3d classical ro-
tor model leads to the dual representation of this wave
function:

|"% &

#

D "A
$

#J

exp["

#

d3x
1

2K
("'! "A)2 + i2# "A · "J ]

! | "A(x), "J(x)%, (3)

Vector field "J takes only integer values on the dual lattice,
and it represents the vortex loop in the phase !. In order
to guarantee the gauge invariance of "A, "J must have no
source in the bulk: "' · "J = 0. The vortex loop "J can only
end at the boundary, which corresponds to a 2d vortex.
The U(1) gauge field "A induces long range interactions
between vortex loops with coupling strength K. In the
limit K $ 0, i.e. the strong coupling limit of the original
rotor, the wave function Eq. 3 for quantum disordered
lattice bosons becomes a equal weight superposition of
all vortex loop configurations, with a weak long range
interaction.
Quite generally the Mott insulating phase is obtained

when the vortex loops have proliferated. Consequently
the ground state wave function can be described as a loop
gas of oriented interacting vortex loops. The discussion
above provides a derivation of this loop gas wave function
starting from a simple but approximate microsopic boson
wave function. A crucial point about the structure of the
loop gas wave function for the trivial Mott insulator is
that it has positive weight for all loop configurations.

III. WAVE FUNCTION OF 3D BOSONIC SPT
PHASES

A 3d SPT phase with U(1) symmetry is also a quantum
disordered phase of rotor !i, thus it is expected that its
wave function is still a superposition of vortex loop con-
figurations. However, more physics needs to be added
to the vortex loops in order to capture the novel physics
of the SPT phase. One of the central results of this pa-
per is to determine the structure of this vortex loop gas
wave function for the 3d SPT phases with U(1) and time-
reversal symmetry discussed in Ref. 14. We first focus
on one example which occurs for both U(1)!ZT

2 and for
U(1)! ZT

2 . We show that the ground state is described
by a superposition of vortex loop configurations |Cv%, but
each vortex loop should be viewed as a “ribbon” rather
than a line, and a self-linking of this ribbon contributes
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Comments

1.  Naturally point of penetration of vortex at surface 
is fermion. 

2. External point source of a vortex line also a 
fermion. 

Equivalent: gauge the global U(1) symmetry; 

monopole in U(1) gauge field = source of boson 
vortex lines = fermion. 

3. Other topological insulating phases of bosons: 
vortex end point is Kramers doublet (either boson or 
fermion). 

4

FIG. 2: (a). When the symmetry is U(1)!U(1) the bulk wave
function is a superposition of two flavors of vortex loops with
factor ("1) attached to each linking. (b"f), braiding between
two flavors of vortices at the boundary e!ectively creates one
extra linking to the bulk vortex loops, which according to
the bulk wave function would contributes factor ("1). This
implies that the two flavors of vortices at the boundary have
mutual semion statistics.

factor !1 each time the vortex loops of the two boson
species link17. Thus this two species boson Mott insu-
lator has a wave function which is a superposition of all
vortex loops of the two species with a crucial factor of
(!1)L where L is the total number of linked opposite
species vortex loops. In contrast for the trivial Mott in-
sulator of the two boson species system, the weight for all
vortex loop configurations can be taken to be positive.

It is implicit in the discussion in terms of a four com-
ponent unit vector !" that classical configurations of the
b1,2 fields are always such that b1,2 cannot simultane-
ously vanish. As the amplitude of either of these fields
vanishes in their vortex core this implies that the vortex
loops of the two species cannot intersect. Thus a config-
uration with a linking of the two vortex loops cannot be
deformed to one without a linking.

This bulk wave function Eq. 9 also implies that at the
2d boundary, the vortex of b1 and vortex of b2 (sources
of vortex loops) have a mutual semion statistics, because
when one flavor of vortex encircles another flavor through
a full circle, the bulk vortex loops e!ectively acquire one
extra linking (Fig. 2), which according to the bulk wave
function would contribute factor (!1).

Let us now provide an alternate derivation of this result
using the bulk topological BF theory for the SPT phase

also proposed in Ref. 14. This theory takes the form

2#L3D =
!

I

$µ!"#BI
µ!%"a

I
# +"

!

I,J

KIJ

4#
$µ!"#%µa

I
!%"a

J
#

(10)
Here BI

µ! is a rank-2 antisymmetric tensor that is re-
lated to the current of boson of species I = 1, 2 through
jIµ = 1

2$ $µ!"#%!B
I
"#. a

I
µ is a 1-form gauge field which de-

scribes the vortices of the bosons. Specifically the mag-
netic field lines of aI are identified with the vortex lines
of the boson of species I. For the SPT state of interest
the K matrix is simply &x. The parameter " = # (not to
be confused with the theta parameter in the sigma model
description). The crucial di!erence with the trivial Mott
insulator is the second " term. To get the ground state
wavefunction we again evaluate the Euclidean path inte-
gral with open temporal boundary conditions. Using the
well known fact that the " term is the derivative of a
Chern-Simons term we end up with the following ground
state wave functional:

'
"

aIi , B
IJ
jk

#

" ei
!

8!2

!
d3x%ijkK

IJaI
i &ja

J
k'0

"

aIi , B
IJ
jk

#

(11)

Here '0 is the wave functional for the trivial Mott insu-
lator. The wave functional for the SPT insulator is thus
modified by a phase factor given by a 3 + 0 dimensional
Chern-Simons term. As is well known the Chern-Simons
term is related to a counting of the total linking num-
ber of the configuration of the magnetic flux lines of the
gauge fields. Specializing to the case at hand we see that
in the presence of a 2# flux line of a1, there is a phase
factor " = # whenever a 2# flux line of a2 links with
it. Thus we reproduce the result that there is a phase of
# associated with each linking of opposite species vortex
lines.
Finally if the U(1)#U(1) symmetry is broken down to

diagonal U(1), then the vortex loops of the two species
will be confined to each other. The resulting common
vortex loop of the rotor b " b1 " b2 becomes a ribbon,
whose two edges are the vortex loops of b1 and b2. Fur-
ther for simplicity we assume that there is an energetic
constraint at short distances that prevent two vortex lines
of the same species from approaching each other. In par-
ticular we assume that the binding length scale of the
opposite species vortex loops is smaller than the allowed
separation between same species vortex loops. Then
the vortex ribbons cannot intersect each other. Such
a “hard-core” constraint on the short distance physics
should not a!ect the universal long distance behavior of
the wavefunction24. Note that the binding of the two
species of vortex loops gives a physical implementation
of the mathematical concept of ‘framing’ used to describe
the topology of knots. The linking between the two fla-
vors of vortex loops becomes a self-linking of the ribbon.
Thus wave function Eq. 9 reduces to wave function Eq. 4.
As we mentioned before, this bulk wave function Eq. 4
implies that the end point of a vortex ribbon at a 2d
boundary is a fermion. Similarly bulk external sources
for vortex ribbons will also be fermions.
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Some implications-I
Absence of gapless quantum vortex fluids in 2d (with T-

reversal symmetry)

In a strictly 2d boson/spin system,  suppose the vortex is a fermion. 
(Larkin, 1995,  M.P.A. Fisher, Motrunich, Alicea,  2006-08, ...)

=> can get exotic `vortex metal’ (dual to `Bose metal’ ) as a highly 
entangled gapless `beyond quasiparticle’ state of matter.

Interesting applications to quantum spin liquid theory, eg, on Kagome 
lattice (Fisher et al). 

With T-reversal such a state can occur at surface of 3d topological 
insulator => cannot occur in strict 2d. 
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Some implications -II
New view point on emergent U(1) gauge theories in 

3+1-d. 

Boson/spins in 3d can be in phases with an emergent deconfined U(1) gauge field. 

Standard view: 
Excitations: Propagating photon 
Electric particle: spin-1/2 boson/fermion
Magnetic particle: boson, trivial internal quantum numbers

e-particle: boson trivial quantum numbers
m-particle: spin-1/2 boson/fermion

=>  dual e particle is in a boson topological 
insulator phase.

Alternate view of original gauge theory: monopole topological insulator. 
Different monopole topological insulator phases: bose/fermi statistics of original e-particle

Electric-magnetic 
duality
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Summary  

1. 3d boson TI phases with T-reversal invariance:  Axion angle θ = 2π. 
Fermion vortices and associated exotic phases. 
Surface field theory: symmetry implementation not allowed in strict 2d. 
``No-go” constraint on some theories of highly entangled matter. 

 
Microscopic models? Experiments? 

2. New understanding of statistics of `spinons’ in U(1) gauge theories as different 
monopole TIs

Short term future: Statistics-changing phase transition may be possible to handle as 
phase transition between different monopole TIs 
(Long standing problem in CMT with strong connections to non-fermi liquid heavy 
fermion criticality). 
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Black Square, 1915

Kazimir Malevich
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